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Dear SAP User Groups,
Welcome to our Knowledge Transfer Webinars Newsletter for SAP User Groups!
We wish you all a happy new year!
As in last year, you will find an overview of our upcoming webinars on K4U (Knowledge For You).

Sincerely,
Your Global SAP User Groups Organization.
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Description
Service and Support

CCOE: What a Customer COE Should Know about the New Contract & License
Management Application – German (Jan 15, 2019)
SAP recently announced applications for Customer COE contract & license management activities - License
Utilization Preparation Area (LUPA) and License Utilization Information (LUI). The session will explain the
features & functions of the two applications in detail as well as roadmap. Read more

CCOE: What a Customer COE Should Know about the New Contract & License
Management Application – English (Jan 17, 2019)
SAP recently announced applications for Customer COE contract & license management activities - License
Utilization Preparation Area (LUPA) and License Utilization Information (LUI). The session will explain the
features & functions of the two applications in detail as well as roadmap. Read more

Transformation Navigator

Create a Product Map from Scratch and Usage Data (Jan 14, 2019)
In this session, learn to understand the value and purpose of Product Maps, leverage the tool to create a
Product Map from scratch and see the array of SAP products the customer is currently running and what the
tool recommends for the future. Read more

Create a Product Map from Industry Template and Plan Ahead with Time Slider plus
Product Details (Jan 16, 2019)
In this session, learn to understand the value and purpose of Product Maps, leverage the tool to create a
Product Map from an existing Industry-focused Template, gain a deeper understanding of your customers
industry and the types of solutions their industry peers are utilizing, learn to understand the value and
purpose of the Time Slider feature of the tool, see how the recommendations for your customer's selected
products and capabilities will change over time and decide when is the right time to start your SAP
customer's transformation journey. Read more

Extend Your Business with Capabilities and Prioritize Your Goals with Value Aspiration
(Jan 21, 2019)
Understand the value and purpose of the Capabilities function of the tool, search for new and relevant
capabilities to match your customer's evolving needs, compare the consolidated and line-by-line view
functionality of the tool, understand the value and purpose of the Value Aspiration tab of the tool, prioritize
the customer's aspirations through selecting value drivers and build a business case using the SAP Value
Lifecycle Manager. Read more

Map Out Your Transformation Journey and Create Customer Output Documents (Jan 23,
2019)
Understand the value and purpose of the Transformation Journey tab of the tool, gain a clear layout of the
current products being used, the recommended products, and the type of transition involved in the
transformation. Prioritize the recommended transformations and decide which are most important for your
SAP customer to first implement. Read more

Collaborate with your Colleagues and Next Steps (Jan 28, 2019)
One year ago, SAP introduced the SAP Innovation and Optimization Pathfinder – helping IT leaders
maximize value from their SAP investments and enable their company’s strategy. Learn, how CIOs and IT
managers leveraged the Pathfinder – to strengthen their bonds with the lines of business, to optimize their
ERP operations, and to build their SAP roadmap and digital transformation. Read more

NEW! SAP Leonardo Demo Series

Demo Session: Automating Finance with SAP Leonardo Machine Learning (Feb 12, 2019)
The SAP Leonardo Machine Learning portfolio entails a plethora of business, and more particularly finance
capabilities. Join this webinar session to experience these machine learning capabilities live with various

Machine Learning Use Cases for Finance, including Cash Application and Goods Receipt Invoice Receipt
Reconciliation. The session will also cover more specific robotic process automation use cases for finance
Read more

